This makes it easier to tweak the system in such a way that a common multimodal representation space is created where all the initially disjoint modalities are projected and later fused.
Data originating from multiple modalities often must be combined, fused into a joint multimodal representation, or translated from one modality into another. Combining initially disjoint modalities-for example, integrating the scores obtained with each modality or concatenating features from the different modalities-is the simplest approach but usually does not yield the best results. State-of-the-art methods incorporate a multimodal autoencoder to reconstruct the initially disjoint modalities through a common representation space of lower dimension. 1 In addition, they typically increase robustness by adding noise to their inputs and learning to reconstruct the various modalities even if one is zeroed out. An alternative to reconstructing initially disjoint modalities is crossmodal translation, in which the system learns mappings from one initial modality to another and vice versa.
When dealing with a video collection, there are typically two main possible tasks: retrieval and hyperlinking. The aim of video retrieval is to retrieve similar videos or video segments given a query, which is also a video or video segment. In this task, all the videos or video segments are predefined and stored in a database. In contrast to video retrieval, video hyperlinking does not start with a collection of video segments stored in a database but rather with full-length videos in which segments of interest must be found. The task thus requires a segmentation step to create video segments that differ from their neighboring segments in either one of the modalities before making hyperlinking a retrieval task. While video retrieval can easily be assessed by evaluating retrieval results against ground-truth relevance annotation, video hyperlinking evaluations are typically done by human evaluators who assess the importance of a proposed hyperlink and state how likely they would be to follow such a hyperlink if they were watching the source video of the hyperlink.
CONTENT REPRESENTATION
Multimodal feature fusion necessarily builds in single-modal representations that are to be combined.
In this section, we analyze different single-modal representations for both visual and speech modalities. After choosing the best-performing ones, we discuss various methods for either combining them or fusing them into a joint multimodal representation. We first introduce multimodal autoencoders that employ multimodal reconstruction and that serve as a baseline, and then introduce our proposed bidirectional deep neural network (BiDNN) architecture that implements crossmodal translation.
Initial Single-Modal Representations
This article focuses on two modalities: automatic transcripts of the speech in an audio track and video keyframes. We do not utilize any human-generated information available in the datasets (metadata, subtitles, and so on) in order to keep our systems fully autonomous and without a human-in-the-loop element in the pipeline. However, recent results show that metadata is beneficial to filter out nonrelevant matches. 3, 4 For speech transcripts, we evaluate two different representations of texts in a continuous representation space: paragraph vectors and Word2Vec. Paragraph vectors directly represent textual segments, while Word2Vec embeds single words, making it necessary to aggregate the vectors of each word within the speech segment into one representation. We classically perform aggregation by averaging the vectors over each word. 5 For the visual modality, we consider two approaches for keyframes representation: one possibility is to describe a keyframe with visual concepts that are further embedded and aggregated into a continuous representation space; the other is to directly embed the image into a continuous representation space. We use ImageNet concepts to describe keyframes. When directly embedding video keyframes into a continuous representation space, we use deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) that have been shown to perform well in a multitude of computer vision tasks. 6 More precisely, we use a less deep CNN, namely AlexNet, and two very deep CNNs, namely VGG-16 and VGG-19. 7, 8 Aggregation for both visual concepts and multiple keyframes is performed by averaging.
Multimodal and Crossmodal Approaches
Multiple modalities can be used without actually fusing them. Two very common methods of using multiple modalities are concatenation of the representations and score fusion. 9, 10 When performing score fusion, each modality is processed separately, yielding a classification or decision score for each, and the final score is computed by weighting the scores obtained with each modality.
Multimodal Autoencoders
Autoencoders are now widely used for multimodal fusion, with approaches that can be broken down into two main families: concatenating the different modalities and utilizing a standard autoencoder, or keeping the modalities separated and presenting them to a multimodal autoencoder with a modified architecture that contains separate input and output branches for each modality, as shown in the left side of Figure 1 . This last architecture also allows the autoencoder to provide a better crossmodal translation if necessary. 1 In both cases, the central layer, typically of low dimension, is used to obtain a multimodal representation of the input modalities. To ensure robustness, noise is often added to the inputs and one modality can be sporadically zeroed out while expecting a complete reconstruction of both modalities. However, autoencoders have several downsides:
• Whatever the family of approaches considered (concatenated or separate input), all modalities are mixed and must be present: they all influence the central layer, even when zeroed out.
• Autoencoders have to produce the same output when both modalities are presented to their input and when one modality is zeroed out. These two tasks might not necessarily point toward the same local optimum and might be detrimental for training.
• Autoencoders can perform crossmodal translation by taking one modality and a zero vector at their inputs and reconstructing both modalities, including the missing one, at their output. However, this not as optimal as a direct crossmodal translation.
These potential downsides were tackled by introducing bidirectional (symmetrical) deep neural networks, 11 which we discuss next. 
Bidirectional Deep Neural Networks
BiDNNs, in contrast to multimodal autoencoders, employ crossmodal translation. The architecture relies on the use of two deep neural networks working in opposite directions: one translates from the first modality to the second, and the other translates from the second modality to the first. Each network thus performs a crossmodal translation. To create a representation space in the middle that is as similar as possible for the two crossmodal translations, symmetry is enforced in the central layers by sharing the same variables over both networks, as shown in the right side of Figure 1 . One weight matrix from one network is the same weight matrix on the other network, only transposed. Symmetry is implemented solely in the central part as fully symmetrical networks would be too rigid for real, imperfect data and would negatively affect the architecture's ability to converge.
The multimodal representation is formed by taking the activations of the central layers and concatenating them. Projecting the initially disjoint single-modal representations to their new representation spaces (formed by learning two crossmodal translations) brings them closer. The two representations spaces are now very similar (although not exactly the same due to imperfections in the data and training), and similarities can be computed between the initially disjoint modalities. When both modalities are present, the two new representations are concatenated to form a new multimodal representation. This allows the same modalities of two different datapoints to be compared in same representation space. If one modality is missing, it is again projected to its new representation space, formed by the corresponding crossmodal translation, but is now duplicated to form a new multimodal representation of the same size. Since the two representation spaces formed by the two crossmodal translations are very close, different modalities can be now compared. This allows for one modality of a datapoint to be compared against both modalities of another datapoint. b the bias vector of layer j. Finally, we assume that each layer admits f as an activation function. The architecture is then defined by: (1) (1)
In the above equations, the weight matrices W (2) and W (3) are used twice due to weight tying, for computing (2) (2) 2 h . If the two modalities are available, they are both presented to their respective inputs and the activations of the two central layers are taken and concatenated to form a fused multimodal representation. When only one modality is available, it is presented to its respective input and the activation of the corresponding central layer is taken and replicated to replace the missing central layer activations. This is made possible by the symmetrical nature of the BiDNN architecture and allows representations of the same dimension when all modalities are present or when one is missing.
Given the multimodal embedding defined by the BiDNN architecture, the similarity of two video segments is obtained using a cosine similarity on the embedded representation of each segment as defined by the respective activations at the central layer, as illustrated in Figure 2 . Figure 2 .With BiDNNs, the similarity of two video segments is obtained by presenting the respective modalities of each of the two samples to a BiDNN and taking the activations of the respective central layers after propagating the information. Afterword, the obtained representations are used to compute a cosine similarity measure.
EVALUATIONS
We first evaluated different single-modal representations. After choosing the best-performing single-modal evaluations, we compared multimodal fusion methods, first in video retrieval and then in video hyperlinking.
Datasets
We used two datasets to conduct our evaluations.
Video Retrieval
Our multimodal video retrieval setup used video segments proposed by participants for a video hyperlinking task at the MediaEval 2014 Workshop. 12 The dataset consists of broadcast videos provided by the BBC and includes 30 anchors (acting as queries) and 10,809 targets. There are about 34.3 keyframes on each video segment on average. The ground truth consists of 12,340 anchor-target pairs with the corresponding relevance judgment-either related or not. Not all of the video segments contain both modalities.
Although multiple modalities are available, each with possible variations, we used two main ones: for speech we used automatic transcripts embedded in different ways, while for video keyframes we used embedded visual concepts (ImageNet classes) provided by KU Leuven 13 or CNN features we computed ourselves.
Video Hyperlinking
Our setup for video hyperlinking-the generation of hyperlinks within a collection of video segments-used data from the MediaEval 2014 12 and TRECVID 2015 benchmarking initiatives. 14 This dataset of consists of 14,838 user-submitted videos on different topics in various styles and languages from the BlipTV video sharing platform. The videos have an average duration of 13 minutes. We used automatic speech transcripts provided by LIMSI 15 and video keyframes provided with the dataset.
In video hyperlinking, we perform segmentation and recommend relevant video segments from the multitude of obtained segments, most of which are irrelevant. Video segmentation must result in a set of 10-to 120-second long potential targets, given the limitations imposed by the benchmark organizers. We chose to segment videos by taking only 30 seconds of continuous speech and cut at the following speech pause, as detected by the speech transcription system. We ran this segmentation once again, using an offset of one speech segment at the second pass, to obtain an overlapping segmentation. This resulted in 307,403 video segments with an average duration of 45 seconds.
Single-Modal Representations
We represented speech using paragraph vectors or averaged Word2Vec 5 -in both cases with a representation of size 100. For Word2Vec, we used a skip-gram model with hierarchical sampling, as this works best. Visual concepts were treated in the same manner, except for being sorted before being processed with Word2Vec. All the speech models were trained in an unsupervised manner on the dataset.
To represent video keyframes, we used the output of the last fully connected layer of a CNN, yielding a representation of size 4096. We analyzed three different architectures-AlexNet, VGG-16, and VGG-19-in Keras Convnets, a Keras-based CNN framework that offers models already pretrained on ImageNet. Within video segments, representations were obtained for each keyframe and then averaged. 16 The top part of Table 1 compares the performance of the different aggregation methods over five runs, with precision at 10. Averaged Word2Vec provided the best results for speech at 58.67 percent precision, while VGG-16 provided the best visual embedding, yielding a result of 70.67 percent precision. 
Using Multiple Modalities
Multiple modalities can be used separately, in their original representation spaces, or by fusing them into a new representation. We first considered simple concatenation and score fusion. We then progressed to multimodal fusion, where we initially evaluated state-of-the-art multimodal autoencoders to obtain a baseline before evaluating our proposed BiDNN architecture. We used a representation size of 100 for speech and 4096 for video keyframes for all experiments. The multimodal autoencoders and BiDNN were both designed to yield a multimodal representation of size 1000. In our experiments and for the given datasets, bigger representation spaces did not improve the results.
All the weights in the different neural architectures were randomly initialized with an appropriate uniform distribution. 17 Training was performed by stochastic gradient descent, with Nesterov momentum in mini-batches of 100 samples. For regularization, we applied a 20 percent dropout. Training was performed for 1,000 epochs to ensure convergence for all systems; no system started to diverge after converging. We ran every setup five times, averaged the results, and computed the respective standard deviation. The middle part of Table 1 lists the complete results, again with precision at 10.
Simple Multimodal Approaches
Multimodal data can be utilized without fusing the initially disjoint modalities. Two common methods are concatenation and score fusion. 10 Although these methods typically underperform, we include them for completeness and to provide context for the improvement brought by multimodal autoencoders and BiDNNs. Although there was no significant improvement when concatenating speech transcripts and visual concepts, combining VGG-16 embeddings with embedded transcripts yielded 75.33 percent precision compared to the initial performance of 70.67and 58.67 percent precision, respectively.
Multimodal Embedding with Autoencoders
Multimedia autoencoders are a state-of-the-art method for performing multimodal fusion. Although a simple autoencoder can concatenate the different modalities, we implemented a multimodal autoencoder with separate branches for each modality, as illustrated in the left part of Figure 1 . Simple autoencoders performed worse than multimodal autoencoders and were thus not used as a baseline.
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Multimodal embedding clearly performed better than every modality separately. Combining embedded transcripts and VGG-19 features yielded 74.73 percent precision compared to 58.67and 68.07 percent precision, respectively. Multimodal embedding did not significantly improve the results over already good initial single-modal representations, probably because autoencoders have to train to represent the correct output with both modalities being present at their input and with one zeroed out modality. In those instances where the initial embeddings performed less well (for example, embedded visual concepts combined with embedded transcripts), autoencoders seemed to yield greater improvement.
BiDNN Multimodal Embedding
To obtain comparable results across all methods, we performed the BiDNN experiments with an architecture having similar dimensionality and number of layers to the architectures of the previously evaluated multimodal autoencoders: the input branches were either of size 100 or 4096, and the central representation layer was of size 1000. Training was done for 1,000 epochs, with convergence again achieved earlier. As before, we ran each model five times and computed the averages and their respective standard deviations; the final results are shown in the bottom part of Table 1 . When comparing different models, we used this information to determine whether there was a significant improvement by performing a single-tailed t-test. Multimodal fusion via BiDNNs has the benefit of a common joint representation space where both modalities are projected from their initial representation spaces. This provides multimodal embedding superior to that obtained with multimodal autoencoders. For instance, combining embedded transcripts with VGG-19 embeddings yielded 80.00 percent precision, compared to 58.67and 68.67 percent pre- cision, respectively. All other tested combinations also yielded better results and high-quality multimodal embeddings.
BiDNN Single-Modality Embedding
When performing multimodal fusion, both modalities are projected into the new representation space created in the network's central layers. However, it is possible to only project one modality into the new representation space and use it as an improved multimodal representation. The network is still trained in a crossmodal manner, but only a single modality is projected into the newly learned representation space. When we did this in our experiments, precision in automatic speech transcripts improved from 58.67 to 66.78 percent, precision in visual concepts increased from 50.00to 54.92 percent, and precision in VGG-19 embeddings improved from 68.67 to 70.81 percent. Although using only a single modality cannot achieve the same results as multimodal fusion, our results show that the newly learned representation space offers better performance and can even improve single-modal representations after they are projected into it.
BiDNN Crossmodal Query Expansion
BiDNNs are crafted with crossmodal translation in mind, so that when a single modality of a datapoint is missing it is possible to easily reconstruct it from the other modality. By doing so, we expand the queries such that all datapoints have both their modalities present and are compared to both modalities. It is important to note that in crossmodal query expansion, the original representation spaces of each modality remain and we only fill in the few missing modalities. In our experiments, when combining transcripts and visual concepts we improved precision from 58.00 to 62.35 percent. No significant improvement was obtained for pairs computed with high-performing deep CNNs and automatic transcripts. We believe this to be caused by the fact that only a few datapoints are missing one modality-filling in the missing modalities and staying in the same representation spaces will not result in improvement if the original representation spaces already perform well.
Video Hyperlinking Evaluation at TRECVID 2016
To further analyze BiDNNs in a video hyperlinking setup, we evaluated them using TRECVID's 2016 video hyperlinking benchmark. 18 Like previously, this involved performing segmentation and recommending video segments to a human evaluator out of the multitude of mostly irrelevant ones. To see not only how well our system performs compared to those proposed by other participants but also how much improvement it achieves over the initial, disjoint single-modal representations, we decided to evaluate the best-performing single-modal representations, according to our previous evaluation in multimodal retrieval, together with the two modalities fused in a crossmodal fashion by BiDNNs. Each submission was made by finding the top 10 most similar video segments, for each given anchor, out of the 307,403 overlapping video segments. If two proposed segments overlapped, we kept only the most similar one and removed the other from the stack.
The results of the submitted runs, as well as the statistics of all the teams that participated in the benchmark, are given in Table 2 . The official scores were given in precision at 5. Contrary to some participants, we did not use any additional information available with the dataset and we utilized only the video keyframes and automatic speech transcripts. Also, many participants did not use deep learning methods. The video hyperlinking evaluation confirmed what we had previously shown in multimodal retrieval evaluations: implementing crossmodal translations with added restrictions (namely enforced symmetry) yields improved multimodal embeddings. Not only did using a BiDNN improve the two initially disjoint modalities (40and 45 percent precision into a representation that yields 52 percent precision), but it also proved that obtaining mul- timodal fusion in a crossmodal fashion outperforms multimodal fusion methods. This shows how a simple, unsupervised learning system, with no additional information and no handcrafted features, can compete with more complex multimodal systems. It also proves that crossmodal translations with enforced symmetry are superior to classic multimodal fusion methods and define the new state of the art. 
Post-TRECVID 2016 Evaluation
After the TRECVID 2016 video hyperlinking evaluation, the organizers collected new ground truth containing the targets proposed by all the participants along with their relevance, as judged by Amazon Mechanical Turk human evaluators. These targets were not consistent with our evaluated video segments, as all of the participants had their own segmentation. We thus used our proposed system (multimodal representations of each video segment fused with BiDNNs) to analyze the similarity of the targets proposed by all the participants for each anchor and the rank (determined by similarity) of the targets we proposed. On average, there were 79.19 proposed targets for each anchor.
Figure 3shows the distribution of our proposed targets between all the targets proposed for a specific anchor by all the participants, according to their similarity given by multimodal embeddings obtained with a BiDNN model. While most of the targets are within the top 10 by similarity to the given anchor, we proposed many targets that are ranked quite low according to our own system. The average rank of our proposed targets is 27.98; furthermore, 61.17 percent of our proposed targets are not within the top 10 video segments when evaluating all the video segments proposed by all participating teams. According to BiDNN similarity, within the top 10 best targets for any given anchor, there are on average only 3.02 targets that we proposed. This indicates that, had we evaluated the same video segments as some other participants, the system could further be improved, at least in regards to similarity between targets and anchors given by BiDNN-based representations. Additionally, by performing a multimodal retrieval analysis on all the proposed targets (without retraining the model) and re-ranking the targets proposed by all the participants, we obtained a result of 49.56 percent precision (at 5) compared to 30.8 percent for the video hyperlinking evaluation, strongly indicating that although multimodal retrieval evaluations are acceptable for choosing the best performing method, they largely differ from video hyperlinking evaluations in terms of performance.
CONCLUSION
We analyzed different methods for obtaining single-modal continuous representations and methods to fuse them into a single multimodal representation. After doing so in a multimodal retrieval setup, we used the lessons learned and best-performing methods to perform a more exhaustive evaluation in a video hyperlinking setup. As expected, visual embeddings obtained with deep CNNs outperformed embedded visual concepts and proved to be more relevant than automatic transcripts. Very deep VGG CNN architectures significantly outperformed the less deep AlexNet architecture. VGG-16 performed best and produced a single-modal visual embedding that yielded 70.68 percent precision (at 10). We have also shown that the few downsides of autoencoders can affect their results and that BiDNNs successfully tackle these problems and clearly outperform multimodal autoencoders by a significant margin. Although VGG-16 performed better than VGG-19 in a single-modal setup, the best overall performance was obtained by multimodal fusion of embedded automatic transcripts and embedded VGG-19 features, yielding 80 percent precision.
The TRECVID 2016 video hyperlinking evaluation confirmed that using crossmodal translations with added symmetry restrictions is a feasible method to perform multimodal fusion and that BiDNNs-already shown to successfully overcome the flaws of multimodal autoencoders and to provide superior multimodal embeddings-define the new state of the art by having achieving the best performance at the challenge. We used the ground truth collected after the evaluation to further analyze our model and found that, although our submissions were most often ranked among the top 10, multimodal representations obtained with BiDNNs often favored other targets proposed by other participants. This indicates that further improvements can be made solely by changing the initial segmentation.
